CASE STUDY

Client: Hallam Beauty, Bradford

Project: H5 Complete System
Hallam Beauty needed to install a completely new conveyor system to
fulfil a successful tender to supply an extensive hair and beauty range to
a leading supermarket chain.

What We Did:
Following the success of an initial project for Hallam Beauty, Cobalt
Conveyors were asked to design a full turnkey system incorporating
existing equipment already owned by the company: I.e. filling machine,
shrink wrapper, labelling machine, capping machine and date coder.
Cobalt then drew up detailed plans of the new proposed conveyor and
following additional requirements from the client; these formed the
blueprint from which the new conveyor was manufactured. Cobalt also
supplied a bespoke control panel for the system.
Cobalt oversaw the manufacturing schedule and also fully installed and
commissioned the line, both mechanically and electrically. Again the
project was delivered within the timescale stipulated by the client.

“Cobalt was given this project based on its
past success whilst working with us.
The requirements for this system were
much more complex and yet again Cobalt
delivered in time and on budget.”
Paul Atkinson
Operations Director
Hallam Beauty

Need a conveyor ?
...the key is Cobalt

Cobalt Conveyors fully embodies the skills and experience needed by
any company seeking conveyor solutions. We can handle projects from
concept to completion and provide innovative, efficient and cost
effective solutions to you, our client, whilst ensuring outstanding
service that is both flexible and accommodating.
Cobalt Conveyors specialises in all forms of materials handling
regardless of your business environment. Whether you require a small
one-off conveyor or a fully designed and installed conveyor system
which has been customised to meet your exact requirements, we will
deliver it via a completely professional service.

Call 01704 520388 or e-mail our sales office on
info@cobaltconveyors.co.uk for a quick and hassle free
quotation.
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